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ABSTRACT

This paper reports a micro-scale programmable cell stretching platform. The platform keeps the cell monolayer in the microscopic focal plane throughout the stretching process allowing real-time imaging of the cells with magnifications up to 40×, and post-stretching optical analysis with magnification up to 100×. The device consists of highly parallelized stretching array of 15 units with reconfigurable strains. Each unit was an assembly of three elastomeric layers and a bottom glass cover-slip. In the middle of the assembly, an 8 μm thick membrane is used as the stretching substrate for the cells. A programmable pneumatic control system provides actuation. The stretching of the membrane is measured in situ using µPIV technique. The results show that a uniform strain of above 60% can be achieved. Preliminary cell stretching experiments in this device with 5 different cell lines were conducted. Both the acute cell deformation and chronic morphological changes in response to the cyclic strain have confirmed the functionality of this platform.
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INTRODUCTION

Mechanical strain is widely used in the study of mechanobiology as a physical stimulus for recreation of microenvironment in vitro. In the past two decades, various mechanisms that apply strain to cells have been developed, bringing an increasing possibility for biologists to study physically induced physiological changes. However, most of the conventional mechanisms are meant for bio-chemical assay based bulk analysis. Not until recently was the power of microscopy utilized for obtaining the most direct visualization of these cell behaviors. This paper reports the systematic development of a micro-scale cell stretching platform, which consists of a reconfigurable array of strain units and a highly-parallelized and programmable pneumatic control system. Compared with conventional macro-scale stretchers, the miniaturization of cell culturing chamber has effectively reduced the consumption of cell sample and reagent. The small device footprint allows the implementation of a 3×5 array (every 3 units form a group, which are simultaneously actuated to provide a triplicate experimental condition) on a standard 24 mm×50 mm cover slip. The device is optimized for microscopic imaging. Compared with other stretching mechanisms [2], the platform keeps the cells in microscopic focal plane throughout the stretching process, and hence enables uninterrupted real-time imaging of cells. Furthermore, the reduction of the thickness of the bottom layer allows the device to be used with high resolution immersion-based objective lenses, whose working distance is always limited due to the high numerical aperture. Moreover, the in-plane stretching also ensures the uniformity of the strain inside each unit. As the membrane is actuated sideways, it eliminates the problems of friction and contamination, which is inherent in most post-supporting mechanisms [3-4]. A Labview-based pneumatic control system provides simultaneous switching actuation to 24 stretching units in maximum. The stretching frequency of each 3-unit group can be individually programmed, while the magnitude of strain can be adjusted precisely by setting the vacuum strength to the desired value. To give more test options, a maximum strain of greater than 60% is achieved in this device, compared to that of approximately 30% in most of other mechanisms. Presently, we are also working on the different configurations of the device, Figure 1(d), which would allow different types of strain with desired anisotropcity to be applied to the cells.

Figure 1. Programmable cell stretching platform: (a-b) Structural concept of uniaxial stretcher at relaxed and stretched state; (c-d) The fabricated platforms of a uniaxial & equibiaxial (underdevelopment) strain array with 3×5 parallelization; (e) Schematics of the pneumatic control system; (f) In-house made 4DOF PDMS alignment and bonding device; (g) Base layer thickness reduction for high-resolution imaging.
EXPERIMENTAL

A simplified 2D static structure model of the platform was implemented in ANSYS. Sensitivity analyses about the 4 parameters of interests were carried out, by varying each parameter in iterations. The simulation results suggest that the channel height is the most significant parameter, Figure 2(a). Thus, the channel height is built either with 400 µm for high-strain applications, or 200 µm for best optical compatibility. The simulation also suggests that the strain is linearly proportional with the vacuum strength. The model predicted a uniform strain on the membrane ensuring all cells loaded in one unit experiencing the identical physical condition.

Both the top and bottom elastomeric layer were fabricated by PDMS replica molding. However, the bottom layer is casted with an additional step of pressing a cover-slip down onto the PDMS (under a pressure of 40 Pa), until it is firmly in contact with the SU8 mold. The PDMS formed a reversible bond with the cover-slip allowing post-stretching microscopic analysis with higher magnification objectives. Both the SU8 master-mold and a glass-slide were pre-treated with Teflon (STS Deep RIE, 1 min). PDMS was cured at room temperature for 48 hours to avoid thermal expansion. The middle PDMS membrane is spin-coated at a rate of 4000 rpm for 180 sec on a circular acrylic disk, to form a layer of 8±1 µm. This membrane is bonded with the bottom layer first on the cover-slip with oxygen-plasma treatment (120W @30s, NT-2, BSET EQ). The bonded structure is plasma treated again with the upper layer before they are aligned and bonded. To carry out the bonding process with both rapidity and precision, a special in-house made 4 DOF alignment tool was used together with a microscope, Figure 1(f). To connect the two half vacuum channels, the excessive membrane is either mechanically torn off or etched (TBAF:DMF, 3:1, v/v). Each vacuum chamber is flushed by the etchant at a rate of 100 µl/min, which usually takes 15 min to completely etch away the 8 µm membrane. To clean the residue of etchant, the vacuum chamber is further flushed by DMF and ethanol consecutively, for 10 minutes each at the same flow-rate.

The control system is depicted in Fig. 1(e), the negative pressure is supplied by a vacuum pump (Dryfast 2034, Welch), and is maintained at an exact pressure in the range of 20~760 Torr by a vacuum controller (LabAid 1640, Welch). The vacuum output branches into 3 manifolds, and was further divided into 24 ports. Each port is regulated by a solenoid valve (S10MM-31-12-3, pneumadyne). A custom control program and signal translation circuit was used for generating electric signals, which simultaneously actuate the valves with different frequencies up to 100Hz. The resultant strain in the device is qualitatively characterized by the cross-correlation algorithm (OpenPIV).

Fluorescent micro-beads (diluted in ethanol to 0.25%) were coated onto the membrane prior to bonding with the bottom layer. To give a quantitative interpretation of the strain distribution on different locations of the membrane, sequential recording were taken at discrete vacuum levels from 20 to 720 Torr, with an increment of 100 Torr. The resultant strain in the device is characterized with cross-correlation algorithm (OpenPIV).

Figure 2 Characterization and experiments: (a) The sensitivity of resultant strain to the variation of geometric parameters and vacuum strength; (b) Qualitative analysis of deformation/strain using cross-correlation algorithm for (b1) beads suspended in liquid flowing in a uniaxial stretching unit, (b2) beads embedded in membrane in a uniaxial and (b3) equibiaxial stretching unit, respectively; (c) Strain distribution on the membrane at discrete vacuum levels.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Stretching in uniaxial or equibiaxial direction can be quantitatively visualized. The displacement increases linearly from zero at the centreline/centre to the maximum at the membrane edge. The linear proportionality means strain uniformity. The linear dependency between the vacuum strength and strain, as predicted by the simulation, is also confirmed by quantitative results.

By comparing the stretched and relaxed state of an isolated cell in the real-time video recording, we observed that cells have formed firm bonding with the membrane, and hence following the motion of the membrane precisely. On the other hand, the time lapse recording of three different cell lines demonstrated the various cell activities in live, including migration, spreading, contraction, blebbing, etc. Comparison with controls (images not shown) suggests that the RBL cells become especially active under such stretching regimen, while the PTK2 cells are relatively insensitive to this level of stretching. Hypothetical merging of cells has also been observed in A549, although the real conclusion can only be drawn after systematic studies. After immunofluorescence staining, a 2D confocal image of the PTK2 cells were taken at 100× magnification with the bottom cover-slip of the device detached. By detaching the bottom coverslip, the stretcher has obtained an ultra thin bottom, of a thickness slightly above 100 µm. Either cell culture medium or immersion oil can be injected into the bottom half cell channel to match the reflective index, allowing the use of advanced microscopy.

Figure 3. Cell stretching experiments: (a) Snapshots of relaxed and stretched state taken from real-time video recording of isolated cells, for the analysis of cell shape distortion in response to the stretching the membrane (15%,1Hz); (b) Confocal microscopy image of PTK2; (c) Time lapse recording of 3 cell-lines subjected to cyclic stretching (5%, 0.1Hz), with 40× Differential Interference Contrast (DIC) microscopy. Multi-stage time-lapse recordings were taken at 5 min interval.

CONCLUSIONS

In this platform, a side-stretching mechanism is utilized for keep cell stretching in focal-plane. By successfully reducing the distance between the stretching membrane and bottom, this platform can provide a superior optical property that is essential for utilizing the power of advanced microscopy for mechanobiological studies. Meanwhile, the high parallelization, realized by having individually programmable stretching regimens and downscaling of form factors, will also significantly increase the experimental throughput.
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